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Providing the Total Solution

From the Desk

Marketing News

Five Ways to Build &
Maintain Business
Relationships
Businesses that make an effort to maintain
successful business-to-business relationships
are rewarded with goodwill in both their
online and offline networks. By taking the
time to acknowledge relationships with other
professionals, businesses also increase
the odds of gaining additional work from
acquaintances beyond their immediate circle.

MICHAEL QUINN
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Welcome to the June 2012 issue of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of the financial
year is looming and winter is well and truly
underway. We hope that everyone has begun
planning their tax in order to reduce the
stress that this time of year often brings
– hopefully our Tax Record Kit can be of
service to you all!
In June 2012, The Quintessential Brief
includes information on a range of topical
legal and tax issues. In light of the increased
rate of bankruptcies within Australia, our legal
section will discuss the basics of bankruptcy.
We also look at the process of ensuring
copyright for your business’s intellectual
property.
Since the end of financial year is just around
the corner we will be discussing individual
tax returns, along with some helpful tips
for getting your accounts in order, in time
for the big rush. We’ve also included some
information on our Free Tax Record Kits
which you can request from us now. As well,
our accounting section features an article
on the changes to the super guarantee that
recently became official. Your business needs
to be aware of these changes before they
come into play.
For small businesses, we explore the values
of supporting charities and why it is important
for every business to have a corporate social
aspect. There is also a helpful article on how

• Staff Profile
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to avoid debts from unreliable clients. We
feature a contribution from Clarity Marketing
examining building business relationships; as
well as an explanation of the recent changes
to Facebook with ‘Timeline’ and how that
alters your business’s page.
We hope that you find the information
contained in The Quintessential Brief
beneficial. If there are any legal, tax or
accounting issues that you would like us to
address in future editions, please contact us
on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website www.
quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the
latest legal, accounting and financial news
update each week via our Client Alerts.
Regards
Michael

On March 30th 2012, Facebook Timeline
for Business Pages was released. The
default landing pages no longer exist, which
eliminated the process of “Fan Gating”
(forcing users to like your business page in
order to access more information). The new
Facebook Timeline required you to take a
more creative approach into converting users
to Fans. Below are some tips to navigate your
way around the new changes by Facebook.
Layout & Admin Panel
The Timeline layout enables businesses to
create a virtual scrapbook where important
moments are highlighted. The Admin panel is
now prominent at the top of your page when
you login. Here you can see the activity log,
notifications, messages, likes and insights
relevant to your page. Use the ‘Manage’
dropdown at the top to switch between using
your page as you (personally) or as your
business. There is a nifty ‘Hide’ button in this
section as well.
Cover Image & Profile Picture
The addition of a cover image offers a
great opportunity for businesses to inject
personality and creativity into displaying
their brand. Facebook guidelines state that
your cover image may not contain price or
purchase information, or contact information
like your website address or phone
number. The images also shouldn’t have an
encouragement on them for people to ‘Like’
your page.
The Profile Picture covers a prominent area of
virtual real estate of your page. Businesses

are now able to write a small business profile
with contact details in the About section,
beneath the Profile Picture.
Highlight Favourite Posts & Milestones
The new Highlights Feed allows you to
manage the way users view and interact with
your page with more control. You can highlight
and feature your favourite or most important
posts by clicking the star located at the top
right of the post. This will double the size of
your post and make it very hard to miss.
Pinned Posts, Milestones and Starred Stories
are three new ways to highlight important
updates, launches, promos, etc. Private
messaging has also been introduced to pages
- now fans and non-fans alike can directly
send private messages to pages.
Friend Activity and Page Likes
The friend activity section located near the
status bar shows visitors of your page how
many of their friends like the page, and any
interactions that their friends may have had.
There is also an area under this in which
you are able to feature up to five other fan
pages that your business follows. This is great
for highlighting business partnerships and
business connections to your fans.
Facebook Timeline provides a better way to
represent your business online, and also give
customers a more personal experience. If you
have any questions or would like help with
managing your Facebook business page or
any other marketing related enquiries, please
contact Deborah Quinn from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881.

Suite 103, Level 1, 105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 0411 139 881 E: dcq@claritymarketing.com.au
www.claritymarketing.com.au

1. Make referrals
When businesses learn of a colleague or
business in need of services that someone
you know can provide, offer to arrange an
introduction between the two entities. Before
making a business-to-business referral, try to
get a general understanding of the capabilities,
needs and budgets of both parties to avoid
wasting anyone's time.
2. Send a handwritten card to show appreciation
Writing an old-fashioned note is a simple way
to maintain business-to-business relationships.
Unlike sending an e-mail, a card is an obvious,
visible reminder of your thoughtfulness. In
today’s fast moving society, it is rare to see
businesses take time out to personally write a
personal message but a small gesture goes a
long way. By remembering special dates such
as birthdays shows clients that they are more
than just a source of income.
3. Pick up the phone to show your gratitude
When a business sends clients your way,
acknowledge the gesture with a phone call
or small gift. This demonstrates to both
businesses and clients that your business is
relationship-oriented, and places great value
on giving credit where it is due.
4. Use social networking platforms
Online networking can be used to your
advantage to build larger business circles
and to keep track of existing relationships.
Take time to create a professional presence
on social networking websites to share your
business with others who may not be as
familiar with your work.
5. Be attentive and think long term
Keep in regular contact with clients to ensure
that their needs are met. Instead of simply
attempting to provide immediate solutions for
a client's short-term problem, learn what the
company might need in the future. Ask what new
developments are in the works and see if your
business is able to assist or make any referrals.
As with all relationships in life, it takes a
great deal of time and effort to build a strong
foundation but you will be rewarded with great
benefits. To find out more about building and
maintaining rewarding business relationships,
please contact Deborah from Clarity Marketing
on 0411 139 881.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Small Business News
Failing to keep accurate track of your accounts
receivable (that is, debts others owe to your
business) can have many negative effects on
the health of your business. If you have cash
tied up in unpaid debts, this can severely affect
your own ability to pay debts to your creditors
and suppliers, which can eventually damage
your reputation and credit rating.

Good credit control: don’t be afraid to
conduct credit checks on clients. These checks
should be conducted before you provide any
goods or services, because once the product
has been consumed, your business is at a loss
if they fail to pay. You will then need to devote
time and energy into collecting these debts, so
it is always better to be safe than sorry.

Cash flow concerns: this is perhaps the most
immediate consequence of having customers
who do not pay their debts to your business.
We’ve all heard the saying ‘Cash is King’. A
business needs a cash flow that is relatively
stable and predictable. If this is absent, the
business may find itself in a problematic
situation. Longstanding cash flow problems
have a significant financial impact upon
businesses.

Good business practice: make a habit out
of chasing up bad debts, even if they are only
late by a few days. This does not mean that
you have to be aggressive in your approach;
a friendly but firm reminder will do the trick.
Consistently reminding customers that they
must pay their debts is important. Your
business can also benefit from setting credit
limits to help manage problems with unpaid
debt. Also, make it easy for customers to pay
you by offering a range of payment options.

Legal News
Be understanding: It is important to also get
to know your customers and their situation.
They may have a genuine reason for being
unable to pay their debts for the current
period due to extenuating circumstances.
Being considerate in times of financial
strain can have its rewards: clients will value
your understanding. Where possible, client
relationships should be protected.
If you have questions about how to manage bad
debt, or wish to speak to one of our finance and
accounting experts, contact The Quinn Group
by visiting www.quinns.com.au or calling
1300 QUINNS (784 667).

A Copyright is a type of protection for a
person’s creative work and it is designed to
prevent others from using this work without
authorisation.
Copyright protection is provided under
the Copyright Act 1968 and is both free
and automatic in Australia. Automatic
copyright generally occurs when the creator
has documented their ideas to paper or
electronically. The Act protects the original
expression of ideas, and not the ideas
themselves, so please consider carefully if
your original idea will require a patent or your
business name a trademark.
Copyright is an intangible asset that consists
of economic and moral rights to do certain acts
with an original work or other copyright material.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR, also
referred to as corporate conscience or
corporate citizenship) is a form of corporate
self-regulation integrated into your
business. CSR is a built-in policy in which a
business monitors and ensures it is active
in society.
The goal of CSR is to embrace responsibility
for the company's actions and encourage
a positive impact through its activities on
the environment, consumers, employees,
communities, stakeholders and all other
members of the community who may also
be considered as stakeholders.
CSR is a world-wide trend, driven by the
desire of consumers to support socially
responsible companies. With social and
environmental issues top of mind, many
of today's customers make purchasing
decisions based on a company's reputation.
Consumers are becoming more aware of
the environmental and social implications
of their day-to-day consumer decisions and
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are therefore beginning to make purchasing
decisions related to their environmental and
ethical concerns.
Businesses are able to incorporate
corporate social responsibility through
a variety of ways, including: donating
to charities, organising or participating
in volunteer programs, hosting charity
functions, or implementing environmentallyfriendly policies in the workplace.
The benefits of cause-related
marketing can include:
Enhanced public perception
of your brand
Increased sales
Positive media coverage
Creation of a unique selling
point over your competitors
Strong incentives for consumers
to switch to your brand
Increased long-term
customer loyalty

www.quinns.com.au

Improved relationships with
supply chain and retailers
Improved employee
morale and loyalty
If you need some business planning advice
or have further queries on corporate social
responsibility, please contact The Quinn
Group by calling 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
or submit an online enquiry at
www.quinns.com.au.

In the 2011- 2012 financial year so far,
over 2200 new cases of bankruptcy
have been lodged in Australia.
Increasing financial stress, credit
card debt, personal loans and an
unstable employment market, have
greatly contributed to the bankruptcy
declarations within Australia.
Bankruptcy occurs when an individual
does not have enough money or assets
to pay their debts, and can only be
entered into by a formal process. Only
individuals can be declared bankrupt –
when a company enters a similar state
it is termed ‘insolvent’ and may face
liquidation.
The period of a bankruptcy is generally
3 years and one day from the date a
Statement of Affairs is filed or from
the date of bankruptcy as determined
by the Court, although this period can
be extended to 5 or even 8 years upon
objections being lodged.

Rights can include:
The right to copy
The right to publish or communicate (e.g.
broadcast or online publication)
The right to perform
The right of integrity of authorship
The right of attribution of authorship
The right against false attribution of
authorship
A clear distinction exists between the copyright
in a work and the ownership of the physical
article in which the work exists. For example,
an author may own the copyright of the text in a
book even though the physical copy of the book
will be owned by the person who purchases it.
Similarly, the purchaser of an original painting
does not have the right to make copies of
it without the permission of the owner of
copyright: the right of reproduction remains with
the copyright owner who is generally the artist.

There is a permanent record of your
bankruptcy on the National Personal
Insolvency Index (an electronic public
register which can be accessed by
anyone for a small fee). Bankruptcy
and other serious credit infringements
are recorded for 7 years. You name
will be listed for 7 years from the
commencement of your bankruptcy
even if your bankruptcy has been
discharged. Lenders may limit your
ability to borrow money or buy things
on credit. You may also find it hard
to rent, or get electricity, water or the
telephone connected, without paying
a bond. It is an offence if you do not
inform any relevant party that you are a
bankrupt.
Bankruptcy generally does not prevent
you from working. Your employer is not
normally notified of your bankruptcy,
unless you owe him or her money. If
you are engaged in particular trades

The ownership of copyright generally does
not come into dispute, but when it does the
court will take into account the evidence of the
person who created the work and other persons
who were involved in or who knew about the
creation of the work. For example, statements
of ownership of copyright, publication dates, or
manufacturing dates are treated as accurate
information by the court, unless proven
otherwise by the opposing party.
The Quinn Group has a team of dedicated
lawyers and intellectual property experts
who can help you with copyright or
intellectual property issues. Contact us on
1300 QUINNS (784 667) to arrange
an appointment or visit our website
www.patentstrademarkscopyright.com.au

or professions there may be certain
restrictions imposed by professional
associations or licensing authorities.
You should contact your professional
association or licensing authority to
confirm whether there is any effect on
your membership or ability to practice
a particular trade.
Always seek help and advice from
a professional. Here at The Quinn
Group, the dedicated team of lawyers
and accountants at can assist you
with advice and assistance for your
bankruptcy needs. Contact us now by
submitting an online enquiry at www.
quinns.com.au or call
1300 QUINNS (784 667).

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Providing the Total Solution
11 June
Queen’s Birthday
Public Holiday
29 June
Start of School Holidays
in NSW

Accounting News

FREE Tax
Record Kit

30 June
End of 11/12 Financial Year
15 July
End of School Holidays
in NSW
28 July
Quarter 4 (Apr - Jun 2012)
- Quarterly BAS due
- GST instalment due
- PAYG instalment due
- Superannuation Guarantee
Contributions to be made

EE
Request a FRKit
Tax Record
today!

6 August
NSW Bank Holiday
14 August
Final date for lodgement
of the PAYG withholding
payment summary annual
report

Tax time can sometimes seem a little
overwhelming – especially when you have piles
of scrunched-up receipts staring at you from
a shoe box. To help you combat this stress,
we have put together a list of tips to help this
financial year.

Name of your business?
The EmpireOne Group

What does your business do?

SEBASTIEN TREMBLAY

We provide managed solutions for web and
mobile applications. Solutions are targeted
at the specific needs of each client and
predominantly use open source software. We
also assist small and medium organisations
with their ICT strategy and planning.

How long have you been operating?
The EmpireOne brand has been going
for nearly a decade. In 2010 the company
expanded and the formation of the
EmpireOne Group was a clear indication of
the company’s intent to deliver its services
to wider audience.

What distinguishes your business from
your competitors?
The EmpireOne Group strives to deliver
the best solution possible, on time and
within budget. We pride ourselves on
delivering these solutions in a clear, friendly
and jargon-free manner. We have a highly
qualified team and our extended network
of contacts ensures that every challenge is
resolved effectively.
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After lengthy discussion, the Superannuation
Guarantee (Administration) Amendment Act
2012 received royal assent on 29 March 2012.
These changes have finally been made after they
were recommended in the Henry Review. The
new rules will impact greatly on all businesses –
especially SME’s.

www.quinns.com.au

When I started this business I wished
I’d known…
I knew, but didn't apply fully all the "clichés"
around the importance of forecasting and
planning to give direction and focus to
the business. Also, trying to "do it all" is
useless. Trying to "do it well" creates value.

Best business advice anyone has ever
given you?
I was once introduced to the Covey time
management matrix, which has quickly
become one of the most important tools in
our short and long term planning.

What do you think the key to your
success has been to date?
Communications and transparency.
Regularly communicating with our
customers throughout the development
process and incorporating their knowledge
of their business into the project has saved
numerous errors based on assumptions
and misunderstandings. Our process
includes structured workshops, which have
been adding significant value while also
allowing for complete transparency over the
breakdown and progression of the project.

Buy deductible items now
Buy expensive items that are tax deductible
before 30 June, that way you will lessen the time
where you are ‘out of pocket’ with that capital.

Tax rates 2011-12
If you earn over the tax free threshold you will
be required to submit an individual tax return
to the ATO for the 1 July 2011 – 30 June
2012 financial year. If you are submitting your
personal income tax return yourself it must
be lodged with the Tax Office by 31 October.
However, if your return is prepared and lodged
by a registered tax agent then the deadline is
significantly extended.
Taxable income

Tax on this income

Time it right

0 - $6,000

Nil

If you are expecting a tax return and are in
urgent need of funds, do your tax return straight
away to get the money as quickly as possible.
However, if you are going on an overseas trip in
October then consider leaving your tax return
for a few months – think of it as a forced holiday
saving plan! Also, don’t forget to select the
electronic payment method - that way the refund
will be deposited into your bank account rather
than you receiving a cheque.

$6,001 - $37,000

15c for each
$1 over $6,000

$37,001 - $80,000

$4,650 plus 30c for each
$1 over $37,000

$80,001 - $180,000

$17,550 plus 37c for each
$1 over $80,000

$180,001 and over

$54,550 plus 45c for
each $1 over $180,000

Don’t be late
Completing your tax return on time will avoid any
penalties from the ATO.
Sort it out
Organise all of your tax receipts and get
everything organised now. Your tax will be
so much easier to figure out if you have all of
your records in order. A great way to do this is
through a free Tax Record Kit (see page 4).

Remember…
If you ever have any doubts in regards to
taxation contact a professional immediately.
Here at The Quinn Group our experienced team
of accountants and tax agents can assist you to
minimise your tax and answer any queries you
may have. For more information visit our website
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online
enquiry or call us on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
to book an appointment.

The major change that was made in
the legislation was the increase of the
superannuation guarantee rate. This rate will
gradually increase from 9% to 12% between
1 July 2013 and 1 July 2019. This will make
a difference not only to employees, but to
employers also.
The legislation also stated that the super
guarantee age limit of 70 will be removed from 1
July 2013. All business owners will be required
to contribute to complying super funds of eligible
mature age employees aged 70 and older. This is
a great step for our society where many seniors
continue to work well past the age of 70 and
deserve the benefits of superannuation as well.
These changes are a part of the Australian
Government’s ten year agenda which will apply a
Resource Super Profits tax to the profits earned
from resources that are owned by all Australians,
and use this new revenue to:
generate more superannuation savings for
working families;
lower tax for all companies, especially small
businesses; and
invest in Australia’s future infrastructure
needs, particularly for mining states.
Obviously these are sizeable changes and
as a business owner, you must understand
and follow these new rules. If you have any
questions regarding the recent changes to the
super guarantee (or any questions regarding to
superannuation in general) please do not hesitate
to contact the experienced team of accountants
and lawyers here at The Quinn Group. For more
information visit our website: www.quinns.com.au
to submit an online enquiry or call us on
1300 QUINNS (784 667) to make a booking.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Legal News
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your understanding. Where possible, client
relationships should be protected.
If you have questions about how to manage bad
debt, or wish to speak to one of our finance and
accounting experts, contact The Quinn Group
by visiting www.quinns.com.au or calling
1300 QUINNS (784 667).

A Copyright is a type of protection for a
person’s creative work and it is designed to
prevent others from using this work without
authorisation.
Copyright protection is provided under
the Copyright Act 1968 and is both free
and automatic in Australia. Automatic
copyright generally occurs when the creator
has documented their ideas to paper or
electronically. The Act protects the original
expression of ideas, and not the ideas
themselves, so please consider carefully if
your original idea will require a patent or your
business name a trademark.
Copyright is an intangible asset that consists
of economic and moral rights to do certain acts
with an original work or other copyright material.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR, also
referred to as corporate conscience or
corporate citizenship) is a form of corporate
self-regulation integrated into your
business. CSR is a built-in policy in which a
business monitors and ensures it is active
in society.
The goal of CSR is to embrace responsibility
for the company's actions and encourage
a positive impact through its activities on
the environment, consumers, employees,
communities, stakeholders and all other
members of the community who may also
be considered as stakeholders.
CSR is a world-wide trend, driven by the
desire of consumers to support socially
responsible companies. With social and
environmental issues top of mind, many
of today's customers make purchasing
decisions based on a company's reputation.
Consumers are becoming more aware of
the environmental and social implications
of their day-to-day consumer decisions and
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are therefore beginning to make purchasing
decisions related to their environmental and
ethical concerns.
Businesses are able to incorporate
corporate social responsibility through
a variety of ways, including: donating
to charities, organising or participating
in volunteer programs, hosting charity
functions, or implementing environmentallyfriendly policies in the workplace.
The benefits of cause-related
marketing can include:
Enhanced public perception
of your brand
Increased sales
Positive media coverage
Creation of a unique selling
point over your competitors
Strong incentives for consumers
to switch to your brand
Increased long-term
customer loyalty

www.quinns.com.au

Improved relationships with
supply chain and retailers
Improved employee
morale and loyalty
If you need some business planning advice
or have further queries on corporate social
responsibility, please contact The Quinn
Group by calling 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
or submit an online enquiry at
www.quinns.com.au.

In the 2011- 2012 financial year so far,
over 2200 new cases of bankruptcy
have been lodged in Australia.
Increasing financial stress, credit
card debt, personal loans and an
unstable employment market, have
greatly contributed to the bankruptcy
declarations within Australia.
Bankruptcy occurs when an individual
does not have enough money or assets
to pay their debts, and can only be
entered into by a formal process. Only
individuals can be declared bankrupt –
when a company enters a similar state
it is termed ‘insolvent’ and may face
liquidation.
The period of a bankruptcy is generally
3 years and one day from the date a
Statement of Affairs is filed or from
the date of bankruptcy as determined
by the Court, although this period can
be extended to 5 or even 8 years upon
objections being lodged.

Rights can include:
The right to copy
The right to publish or communicate (e.g.
broadcast or online publication)
The right to perform
The right of integrity of authorship
The right of attribution of authorship
The right against false attribution of
authorship
A clear distinction exists between the copyright
in a work and the ownership of the physical
article in which the work exists. For example,
an author may own the copyright of the text in a
book even though the physical copy of the book
will be owned by the person who purchases it.
Similarly, the purchaser of an original painting
does not have the right to make copies of
it without the permission of the owner of
copyright: the right of reproduction remains with
the copyright owner who is generally the artist.

There is a permanent record of your
bankruptcy on the National Personal
Insolvency Index (an electronic public
register which can be accessed by
anyone for a small fee). Bankruptcy
and other serious credit infringements
are recorded for 7 years. You name
will be listed for 7 years from the
commencement of your bankruptcy
even if your bankruptcy has been
discharged. Lenders may limit your
ability to borrow money or buy things
on credit. You may also find it hard
to rent, or get electricity, water or the
telephone connected, without paying
a bond. It is an offence if you do not
inform any relevant party that you are a
bankrupt.
Bankruptcy generally does not prevent
you from working. Your employer is not
normally notified of your bankruptcy,
unless you owe him or her money. If
you are engaged in particular trades

The ownership of copyright generally does
not come into dispute, but when it does the
court will take into account the evidence of the
person who created the work and other persons
who were involved in or who knew about the
creation of the work. For example, statements
of ownership of copyright, publication dates, or
manufacturing dates are treated as accurate
information by the court, unless proven
otherwise by the opposing party.
The Quinn Group has a team of dedicated
lawyers and intellectual property experts
who can help you with copyright or
intellectual property issues. Contact us on
1300 QUINNS (784 667) to arrange
an appointment or visit our website
www.patentstrademarkscopyright.com.au

or professions there may be certain
restrictions imposed by professional
associations or licensing authorities.
You should contact your professional
association or licensing authority to
confirm whether there is any effect on
your membership or ability to practice
a particular trade.
Always seek help and advice from
a professional. Here at The Quinn
Group, the dedicated team of lawyers
and accountants at can assist you
with advice and assistance for your
bankruptcy needs. Contact us now by
submitting an online enquiry at www.
quinns.com.au or call
1300 QUINNS (784 667).

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Providing the Total Solution

From the Desk

Marketing News

Five Ways to Build &
Maintain Business
Relationships
Businesses that make an effort to maintain
successful business-to-business relationships
are rewarded with goodwill in both their
online and offline networks. By taking the
time to acknowledge relationships with other
professionals, businesses also increase
the odds of gaining additional work from
acquaintances beyond their immediate circle.

MICHAEL QUINN
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Welcome to the June 2012 issue of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of the financial
year is looming and winter is well and truly
underway. We hope that everyone has begun
planning their tax in order to reduce the
stress that this time of year often brings
– hopefully our Tax Record Kit can be of
service to you all!
In June 2012, The Quintessential Brief
includes information on a range of topical
legal and tax issues. In light of the increased
rate of bankruptcies within Australia, our legal
section will discuss the basics of bankruptcy.
We also look at the process of ensuring
copyright for your business’s intellectual
property.
Since the end of financial year is just around
the corner we will be discussing individual
tax returns, along with some helpful tips
for getting your accounts in order, in time
for the big rush. We’ve also included some
information on our Free Tax Record Kits
which you can request from us now. As well,
our accounting section features an article
on the changes to the super guarantee that
recently became official. Your business needs
to be aware of these changes before they
come into play.
For small businesses, we explore the values
of supporting charities and why it is important
for every business to have a corporate social
aspect. There is also a helpful article on how

• Staff Profile
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to avoid debts from unreliable clients. We
feature a contribution from Clarity Marketing
examining building business relationships; as
well as an explanation of the recent changes
to Facebook with ‘Timeline’ and how that
alters your business’s page.
We hope that you find the information
contained in The Quintessential Brief
beneficial. If there are any legal, tax or
accounting issues that you would like us to
address in future editions, please contact us
on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website www.
quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the
latest legal, accounting and financial news
update each week via our Client Alerts.
Regards
Michael

On March 30th 2012, Facebook Timeline
for Business Pages was released. The
default landing pages no longer exist, which
eliminated the process of “Fan Gating”
(forcing users to like your business page in
order to access more information). The new
Facebook Timeline required you to take a
more creative approach into converting users
to Fans. Below are some tips to navigate your
way around the new changes by Facebook.
Layout & Admin Panel
The Timeline layout enables businesses to
create a virtual scrapbook where important
moments are highlighted. The Admin panel is
now prominent at the top of your page when
you login. Here you can see the activity log,
notifications, messages, likes and insights
relevant to your page. Use the ‘Manage’
dropdown at the top to switch between using
your page as you (personally) or as your
business. There is a nifty ‘Hide’ button in this
section as well.
Cover Image & Profile Picture
The addition of a cover image offers a
great opportunity for businesses to inject
personality and creativity into displaying
their brand. Facebook guidelines state that
your cover image may not contain price or
purchase information, or contact information
like your website address or phone
number. The images also shouldn’t have an
encouragement on them for people to ‘Like’
your page.
The Profile Picture covers a prominent area of
virtual real estate of your page. Businesses

are now able to write a small business profile
with contact details in the About section,
beneath the Profile Picture.
Highlight Favourite Posts & Milestones
The new Highlights Feed allows you to
manage the way users view and interact with
your page with more control. You can highlight
and feature your favourite or most important
posts by clicking the star located at the top
right of the post. This will double the size of
your post and make it very hard to miss.
Pinned Posts, Milestones and Starred Stories
are three new ways to highlight important
updates, launches, promos, etc. Private
messaging has also been introduced to pages
- now fans and non-fans alike can directly
send private messages to pages.
Friend Activity and Page Likes
The friend activity section located near the
status bar shows visitors of your page how
many of their friends like the page, and any
interactions that their friends may have had.
There is also an area under this in which
you are able to feature up to five other fan
pages that your business follows. This is great
for highlighting business partnerships and
business connections to your fans.
Facebook Timeline provides a better way to
represent your business online, and also give
customers a more personal experience. If you
have any questions or would like help with
managing your Facebook business page or
any other marketing related enquiries, please
contact Deborah Quinn from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881.

Suite 103, Level 1, 105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 0411 139 881 E: dcq@claritymarketing.com.au
www.claritymarketing.com.au

1. Make referrals
When businesses learn of a colleague or
business in need of services that someone
you know can provide, offer to arrange an
introduction between the two entities. Before
making a business-to-business referral, try to
get a general understanding of the capabilities,
needs and budgets of both parties to avoid
wasting anyone's time.
2. Send a handwritten card to show appreciation
Writing an old-fashioned note is a simple way
to maintain business-to-business relationships.
Unlike sending an e-mail, a card is an obvious,
visible reminder of your thoughtfulness. In
today’s fast moving society, it is rare to see
businesses take time out to personally write a
personal message but a small gesture goes a
long way. By remembering special dates such
as birthdays shows clients that they are more
than just a source of income.
3. Pick up the phone to show your gratitude
When a business sends clients your way,
acknowledge the gesture with a phone call
or small gift. This demonstrates to both
businesses and clients that your business is
relationship-oriented, and places great value
on giving credit where it is due.
4. Use social networking platforms
Online networking can be used to your
advantage to build larger business circles
and to keep track of existing relationships.
Take time to create a professional presence
on social networking websites to share your
business with others who may not be as
familiar with your work.
5. Be attentive and think long term
Keep in regular contact with clients to ensure
that their needs are met. Instead of simply
attempting to provide immediate solutions for
a client's short-term problem, learn what the
company might need in the future. Ask what new
developments are in the works and see if your
business is able to assist or make any referrals.
As with all relationships in life, it takes a
great deal of time and effort to build a strong
foundation but you will be rewarded with great
benefits. To find out more about building and
maintaining rewarding business relationships,
please contact Deborah from Clarity Marketing
on 0411 139 881.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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For any assistance please contact Quinns on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
The Quinn Group is an integrated, accounting, legal, and financial planning practice, offering expert advice to help you achieve your business and
personal goals. With more than 20 years professional experience, we are committed to building long-lasting relationships and providing you with
superior client service in a timely and cost-effective manner. We offer our clients the unique opportunity to receive both financial and legal advice,
at five convenient locations around Sydney and at times that suit you.
SYDNEY: Level 1, 105 Pitt Street
NEUTRAL BAY: Level 3, 156 Military Road

SUTHERLAND: Level 3, Endeavour House, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue
PENRITH: Unit 23, 9-12 Lambridge St PENSHURST: 3 Laycock Road

Disclaimer: The contents of this document titled “The Quintessential Brief” (the ‘Material’) are provided as general information only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be
relied upon as such. If you are concerned about any issue raised by the Material then you should seek your own professional advice. No warranty is given in relation to the accuracy, currency or
completeness of the Material. No reader should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without first obtaining specific professional advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved
under Professional Standards Legislation. The Quinn Group respects your privacy. Should you not wish to receive this newsletter in the future please contact us on 1300 784 667.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)

© 2012 The Quinn Group (Australia) Pty Ltd.
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